Training Services Agreement

Please provide the following (if an existing client ensure our system is up to date with your
information):
Client Name:_____________________________ Dogs Name: ___________________________
Adress:s_______________________________________________________________________
_
______________________________________________________________________________

Emergency Contact(Name and Phone#)______________________________________________

Age of Dog: ________ Breed of Dog: _______________ Male or Female Neutered or Spayed

Phone Number: ___________________________ Email: ________________________________

Does your dog have any allergies to dog treats or dog food? Yes or No
If yes, please list any food allergies your dog has.

______________________________________________________________________________
Has your dog had any major surgeries that effect mobility or any disabilities that could effect
mobility? Yes or No
If yes, please give a description.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is your pup on any medications? Yes or No
If yes, what is the medication being prescribed for?
______________________________________________________________________________
Do you free feed you dog? Yes or No
Have you had your pup professional trained previously or commands you have trained?
Yes or No
If yes, what are the command the dog knows?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

This agreement is between Happy Trails Pet Center LLC and the Pet Owner, relating to training
services. Pet owner hereby requests training services offered by Happy Trails Pet Center LLC.
Pet owner will provide indication that the dog(s) is current on all vaccinations and will attest
that the dog is in good health.
Owner understands that Happy Trails Pet Center LLC, can cease training due to suspicion of a
URI (upper respiratory infection), sickness, injury, pain or behavior and resume training when
dog(s) is in good health. Happy Trails Pet Center LLC has the right to refuse any dog that could
jeopardize the health or safety of Happy Trails Pet Center’s agents, trainers, clients or other
dogs and terminate this agreement.
Owner understands that participation in training sessions alone does not guarantee success in
obedience training and that Happy Trails Pet Center’s LLC goal is to provide Pet Owner the basic
foundations for obedience training. Pet Owner understands that when the pet goes back to
their environment that the Pet Owner has to do a reasonable amount of training (2-3 sessions
daily) for at least a week to transfer respect, leadership and to maintain and reinforce behaviors
learned while Board and Train for the pet to retain their success. Some breeds and
temperaments will need two weeks of training sessions to transfer leadership. Pet Owner also

understands that obedience training has to be generalized to all environments, which are not
done in Board and Train. Pet Owner understands that they have to keep up structure that was
maintained in Board and Train for their dog(s) to be successful once they return to the pet’s
environment. Happy Trails Pet Center LLC will explain how to fade out treats and also how to
maintain the success of the obedience once the dog(s) returns to the home environment. Some
behaviors are caused by their environment and if the environment does not change, the
behaviors will return. A consistent schedule for exercises is required as well for the dog(s) to
maintain behaviors learned or modified in the training.
Happy Trails Pet Center LLC agrees to exercise reasonable care to maintain a clean, safe and
secure environment for the dog(s) while on Happy Trails Pet Center’s LLC property. Provided
that Happy Trails Pet Center LLC, it’s agents or trainers shall not be liable for the loss or damage
to Pet Owner’s dog(s), from any case, including specifically but without limitations, disease,
theft, escape, or injury. Further, Happy Trails Pet Center LLC, it’s agents or trainers from any
shall not be liable for harm to a person, other animals or property caused by Pet Owner’s dog(s)
and Pet Owner shall indemnify Happy Trails Pet Center LLC, it’s agents or trainers from any
liability for any damages caused by Pet Owner’s dog(s).
Pet owners hereby acknowledge that Happy Trails Pet Center LLC will exercise all necessary
precautions to keep Pet Owner(s) dogs(s) safe during in-home training and training off Happy
Trails Pet Center property and to prevent injury to any person, property, or other dog. Pet
owner is aware of the risk(s) associated with participating in such activities and waives,
releases, discharges and covenants not to indict Happy Trails Pet Center LLC trainer or agents
from any and all liability for any loss, harm, damage, claim, injury or accident to the Pet
Owner(s), dog(s) or property.
If your dog is in our Board and Train or is in the Confidence Building Program, I further give
permission for my dog(s) to be taken off property for socialization exercises.

Please understand that training sessions could not have a set amount to achieve the desired
outcome. Training will become very detailed based on dog behavior which may cause additional
training to be needed to achieve the desired outcome. If you are participating in private
sessions, asll homework must be a completed before the next training session starts. It may not
be possible to move to the next session without instillment of the knowledge from the previous
session. We do require that during our training program that you do not seek out any additional
professional trainers. This will cause issues with communication with your pup. We also require
notice of cancelation in all scheduled training. Without proper notice consequently we may
stop all future training. All payments are to be rendered at the time of training or at drop off to
any board and train programs. All refunds will be handled on a case-by-case situation.

Owner’s Signature ______________________________________ Date __________________

